The Eastern Region encompasses a large geographic area from the New England states to the coastal South. Because of this, our territory managers and distributors promote nearly all of the company's golf products. Whether it's snow mold products in the North or mole cricket control in the South, the products feature quality, performance, and technology. Names like Contec, Tee Time, NS-52®, Poly-S®, TGR, and FFII mean the best in particle size, uniformity, and consistent performance. In the South, Andersons Golf Products is known for high-quality greens products and as an industry leader in formulating fertilizer and pre-emergent herbicide products. In the Northeast, our customers realize we're unmatched in small-particle fertilizers and granular control product technologies. They also know that our team of territory managers is the best when it comes to providing technical information and service.

— Mike Chinich, Regional Manager